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MEGA LIFT II degreases, deodorizes, and cleans. It is also 100% natural
and biodegradable. This amazing product is formulated with soy bean oil
derivatives, Delimonine and natural corn surfactants. It is manufactured for
today’s client’s high expectation for performance products. It is cost effective
for today’s budgets. MEGA LIFT II emulsifies and degreases raw sewage as
it floats into lift station wells. The accumulation of sewage, grease, oils, fatty
acids, calcium and soap scum form deposits on wet well walls. MEGA LIFT
II, by natures own power, liquefies and attacks grease so it flows away.
MEGA LIFT II leaves a pleasant light citrus scent that effectively controls
offensive odors. Add MEGA LIFT II directly to lift station wet wells, grease
traps and sump stations in it’s concentrated form for effortless cleaning.
Degreasing and cleaning is accomplished by the rise and fall of the water
level. As the water level rises and lowers, MEGA LIFT II removes the sludge
from the sides of the walls, then “seals and contains” offensive odors from the
lift station and totally eliminates the offensive job of cleaning lift station grease
traps or sumps manually.
Directions: Grease Traps: For optimum results in the treatment of 1,000 gallon grease traps, it is best to pump the trap before treatment. For initial treatment of grease traps pour 2-4 gallons of MEGA LIFT II into trap, then treat
grease trap daily with 1-3 pints of MEGA LIFT II depending on size of trap.
For traps that have not been previously treated, an initial 5-10 gallons of
MEGA LIFT II will be needed. Drains: Use MEGA LIFT II a minimum of 4
times daily on all floors of building. Start on lowest floor of building at the rate
of one floor per day until top floor is reached. When top floor is reached, continue treatment of top floor only. Use 2 times per week. Recommended use
for 4” pipes is approximately 8 ounces per treatment. Lift Station: MEGA
LIFT II should be added to a wet well until a layer of 8-10 inches is floating on
the surface. This initial treatment should remain effective for a period of 3 to
6 months, depending on system demands. Add as needed.
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Areas of Use:
*cities and counties
*water treatment facilities
*hospitals
*office buildings
*industrial kitchens
*school districts
*hotels

Appearance and odor........................Clear dark red liquid with citrus scent
Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 0.839
% Volatiles..........................................96%
NFPA Fire Rating...............................Flammable
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